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Hermitage Gardens 

"Resting Place for Theatre Goers"

This garden lying near the north-west stretch of the Garden Ring was

founded in 1892 on Karetny Ryad by the entrepreneur Yakov Schukin. The

park opened in 1894 and was an immediate success with the public.

Nowadays the grounds of the park accommodate three older theatres:

New Opera, Sphere, and the Hermitage. A sprinkling of park furniture,

flower-beds and decorative touches further enhance the park and by night

it is all lit up by 19th century-style lanterns.

 +7 495 699 9081  www.mosgorsad.ru/  info@mosgorsad.ru  Karetnyy 3, Moscow

 by A.Savin (Wikimedia

Commons · WikiPhotoSpace) 

Gorky Park 

"Delightful Mix of Culture, Leisure"

Gorky Park (referred to as Park Kul'tury i Otdykha or Park of Culture and

Recreation) stretches along three kilometers of the Moskva River to the

southwest of the city center. The park became known to the Western

public thanks to a blockbuster movie based on Martin Cruz Smith's best-

selling book, Gorky Park, and the Scorpions' famous song. Laid down in

1928, the original ornamental gardens are now accompanied by an

entertainment zone, hosting everything from science lectures to rock

concerts in its auditorium.

 +7 495 995 0020  www.park-gorkogo.com/  Krymskiy Val Ulitsa 9, Moscow

 by Bart Slingerland (Rex)   

Sparrow Hills 

"View Moscow from its Highest Point"

Billed to be one of the highest points of the city, the soaring Sparrow Hills

lies delicately nestled along the banks of the Moskva River. Towering 220

meters (720 feet) above river level, the hill proudly watches over the

dynamic, ever-evolving landscape of Moscow, including many of its

landmarks like the Luzhniki Stadium, Christ the Savior Cathedral, the

gleaming domes of Novodevichy Convent and the imposing Seven Sisters.

Having been a muse to many Russians poets and writers in the past, the

hill is crowned by an observation tower which overlooks the beautiful

bend of the river shrouded by swathes of dense green scenery. Strewn

across the lofty scope of the hills are buildings which are some of the

most magnificent of their kind in the city, including the awe-inspiring

Moscow State University complex and the picturesque Trinity Church.

 +7 495 739 2707  www.vorobyovy-gory.ru/  Ulitsa Kosygina, Moscow
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Bitsa Park 

"Large Nature Park"

Bitsa Park, located on the outskirts of Moscow, is a massive nature park

spread over 1800 hectares (4447 acres). 500 plant species, 33 mammal

species, and 70 bird species are found here which makes it a prime

wildlife interest park for environmental and educational activities. The

park administration frequently organizes many events to promote the

preservation and maintenance of the park while constantly striving to

spread awareness about ecological conservation in association with many

local communities and schools. A number of historical buildings and

estates are located on the grounds along with an entomology museum.

 +7 495 426 0022  bitsevskipark.ru/  bitza_park@mail.ru  Sevastopolskiy Prospekt,

Moscow
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